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EBA reporting evolution

Data definition

The change from EBA DPM to 

DPM 2 is in progress, and a 

complete semantic review of the 

data dictionary is also being 

conducted, with both set to be 

published in ITS 4.0.

Data exchange

The agreed-upon transition from 

xBRL-XML to xBRL-CSV reporting 

format will continue until the 

end of 2025, as previously 

communicated with authorities 

and industry.

Data infrastructure

The EUCLID system is being 

enhanced and modernised to 

support additional use cases, 

align with new standards and 

technologies, and achieve 

complete integration.
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How is the new 
DPM 2 different 
from the 
previous version?

Simple metamodel 

with advanced 

capabilities

Technology-neutral 

in relation to data 

exchange 

New concepts and 

more versioning 

features

Can handle the 

modelling of 

various data 

categories

Includes a robust 

metamodel for 

operations

Designed for cross-

sectoral active 

data dictionary 

integration



DPM transition period
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Reporting format change
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EUCLID integrated ecosystem
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DPM 
databa

se

DPM 
Studio

ECVE

EDWH

EDAP

MDM
Entity registers, reporting 
properties, reporting obligations, 
reporting calendar

DPM DB
Glossary, reporting requirements, 
data definition, rendering info, 
validation and calculation rules 

DPM Studio
ITS development; DPM 
management tool; taxonomy 
generation

EDAP
Data access portal; public and 
restricted access; reports, 
dashboards, APIs

DWH
Layered data storage architecture; 
raw, derived, curated data; data 
preparation, analytical datamarts  

CVE
Calculation and validation engine; 
checking report data accuracy; 
deriving data

RRP
Report reception, technical 
checking, calendar checking, and 
data integration



EUCLID ongoing evolution
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DPM 
databa

se

DPM 
Studio

ECVE

EDWH

EDAP

MDM
No major changes planned; 
extension/adaptations required for MiCAR 
and incident reporting

DPM 2.0
DPM Refit project developed jointly by 
EBA & EIOPA; the ECB now joined as 
sponsor organisation in DPM Alliance

DPM Studio
MVP, developed jointly by EBA and 
EIOPA, already used in prod; phase 2 
development ongoing

EDAP
Solution deployed late 2023 with master data 
and calendar data objects accessible to CAs, 
with new content being regularly added. The 
portal will support the Pillar 3 data hub

DWH
A totally new data storage architecture is 
being built, with optimised data models 
and data pipelines 

CVE
Solution tested with ECB and BdF 
collaboration; integration in EUCLID 
planned for 2nd half 2024

RRP
Undergoing complete redevelopment as 
cloud-native solution, tuned for DPM 2.0 
and xBRL-CSV



Thank you!
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